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1. Circle the shapes that have exactly 3 corners.
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2. Circle the shapes that have no square corners.

EUREKA
MATK

Lesson 1: classify shapes based on defusing att bores using examples, variants,and non examples.

7
I can use my square corner
tester, a paper shaped like
an “U’, to see if these
shapes have square
corners. I put the corner

2 of the tester n the corner
of the shape. If the
corners match, the shape

‘ has square corners.
— 7

I

\ I
\ 5%

/

I can count the corners by counting
where 2 sides meet. rhe 3 shapes 1
circled all have exactly 3 corners.

ii
,.1

4-
/ j,\1e 5.

/
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3. Circle the shapes that have no straight sides

4

a. Draw a shape that has only square corners. b. Draw another shape with only square

corners that is different from the shape you

drew in part (a) and from the ones above,

5. Which attributes, or characteristics, are the same for all of the shape
s in Group A?

GROUP A

They all ciightsWes

They all have S corners

2 Lesson 1: Classify shapes based on defining attributes using examples, varian
ts,

and nonexamples.
EUREKA
MATH

The round shapes have

no straight sides.

/
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6.
a. circle the shape that best fits with Group A in ProblemS.

ii
‘4
4%_;

S

-

__1

S.-—

This shape has S straight sides and S corners
just like the shapes from Group A!

b. Draw2moreshapesthatwoukiflt
with Group A.

c. Drawl shape that would rt fit with
Group A.

,

/
/

Icandrawanyshapeiwant,
aslongasftdoesWthaveS
straight sides and S corners!

IURIICA
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1. Color the shapes using the key Wnte the number of shapes you colored on each line

RED—4 straight sides.

4 i.esson 2: Find and name twodimensional shapes including trapezoid, rhombus,

and a square as a special rectangle, based on defining attributes of sides

and corners.
2O5 Great Mads eureka rrathorg
G1M1 HWH-13G-07.2015

EUREKA
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key

GR[EN—3 straight sides: 8

BLUE —6 straight sides: 2

YELLOW—O straight sides.

I count each side to know
which color to make it, I
know that yellow will be a
circle because round shapes
have no straight sides!

A triangle has 3 straight sides and 3 corners.

j —,

I coloredjL triangles.

A hexagon has straight sides and 6 corners. The cat’s neck and body look like

I colored 2 hexagons. I squares Squares are rhombuses,

too! The cat’s tie also is a rhombus.
A circle has j,_straight sides and 0 corners. That makes 3 rhombuses

I colored 3 circles.

A rhombus has 4 straight sides that are equal in length and 4 corners.

I colored 3 rhombuses.



2 A triangle is a closed shape with 3 straight sides and 3 corners

a. Cross off the shape that s not a triangle.

A V
1 \

/ /
‘4

b. Explain your thinking: f!t r.!&tPL?!5

0 oaeo_s&cn_otto_doosn_j5y7_0_5:710

__________
_________________

EUREKA Lesson 2: hod and name two dimensional shapes including trapezoid, rhombus, 5MATH and a square as a special rectangle, based on definingat1rrbutes of sides
and corners.
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1. Go on a scavenger hunt for 3-dmensonal shapes. Look for objects that would fit in the chart bel
ow,

I know that
this gift is a
cube because
it has 6 faces
and all the
faces are
square!

I have a tot of
cylinders in I ate for a

my kitchen! snack is a

There are a sphere. It is

lot of cans in round! It has

there! no flat sides! I
\_

The cone I
use at soccer
practice is
pointy on one
end and
opens with a
circle on the

6 tesson 3: Find and name three-dimensional shapes including cone and rectangular

prism, based on defining attributes of faces and points.
EUREKA
MATH

Cube Rectangular Prism Cylinder Sphere Cone

/

/1
The orange I

/1
7_

My fish tank
is like a cube.
It has 6 faces,
but not all of
them are
square. That
is how I know
it is a
rectangular
prism!

C 2015 Great MflGs eureka-mathorg
61-MI-HWH-1 30-07.2015



1. Cut out the pattern block shapes from the bottom of the page. Color them to match the key, which is
different from the pattern block colors m class 1 race or draw to show what you did,

Hexagon—Purple Tnangle orage Rhom.buspmk Trape2otd— biown

Use 3 rhombuses to make a hexagon. Use I trapezoid, I rhombus, and I triangle to
make I hexagon.

7_7 N_
I can make a bigger shape, or al composite shape, by putting smaller
shapes together!

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 4: Crpate cornposte shapes from two-drnensiona shapes.

w
7
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2 How many smaller squares do you see n ths square?

r T 1 can find L squares in this large square

— -

N
I know each little individual square
counts as 1, so that makes 9. There I
are also 4 medium squares that are
made of 4 little squares, so
altogether that makes 13.

1

S Lesson 4: Create composite shapes from two-dimensional shapes, EUREI(A
MATH

5)2015 Great Meds ecreke meth.or
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I can make a square with two triangles just like I didindass! lknowthatiflfoldasquarelnhalf
dIagonally It will make two triangles, so I Just put my I
triangles together with the long sides touching, and itmakes a squarel
----fl--.--——--__J

Use your tangram pieces to complete the problems below.

Draw or trace to show the parts you used to make the shape.
1. Use 2 triangles to make a square.

eana

fl
I

a
MATW

I—on Compose a nwshape from composke shapes 9
‘015 aacumacw.n.irao.gat iom isaensis



2, Use the squarc you made ac a trang1e to make a house.

can add to my square to make a house. I just take

the small triangle from my tangram pieces and put it

on top to make a roof!

10 Lesson 5: Compose a new shape from composite shapes. EUREKA
MATH

02015 c0ea Mds eurekiathog
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Use some 3-dimensonai shapes to make a structure. Ask someone at home to take a picture of yourstructure

made a castle!
started by putting a
big cube on the
floor. The cube is a
cardboard box!

EUREKA
MATH

I used 4 cylinders to make the
bottom of each tower. I used
soup cans for the cylinders.

I put each cylinder on a
corner of the cube.

7

Lesson 6: Create a composrte shape from threedimensonal shapes and describe
the composite shape using hape names and posritons.

I used 4 cones to make
each tower pointy on
the top! I used ice
cream cones for the
canes. I put each cone
on top of each cylinder.
Now I have a castle!

11
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1. Are the shapes divided into equal parts? Write V for yes or N for no. If the shape has equal parts, write

how many equal parts there are on the line.

there are equal parts when every
part is exactly the same. If every part is
exactly the same, I just count how many!

I
I can make 2 equal parts in
different ways. I can make
2 rectangles or 2 triangles.

12 lesson 7: Name and count shapes as parts of a whole, recognizing relative sizes of

the parts.
EUREKA
MATH

b c.

d.

I

V 2 N V

2. Draw I line to make 2 equal parts. What smaller shapes did you make?

4

j
I made 2 rectangles

.c2O15 Great Mrnds, eureka-mathar
01 Ml HWH 13.0O7.2015



L

3. Draw 2 lines to make 4 equal parts. What smaller shapes did ‘you make?

made4_j-t.

I I can make 4 equal parts byI
drawing 2 lines. Then I have 4
smaller squares that are all equal!I

4. Draw lines to make 6 equal parts What smaller shapes did you make?

lmade6 ctJf4l’S

EUILIKA Lesson 7: Name and count shapea as parts of a whole, recognizing reiative sizes or 13MATH rhe parts.

02015 Oreas ‘Sods eureka-matS,. org
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1. Circle the correct word(s) to tell how each shape is divided,

i_
the same, thcsi

,,/ theyareequa!!
\_

parts

halves

unequal parts equal parts nequalparts

14 Lesson &: Partition shapes and identify halves and quarters of circles and

rectangles.
EUREKA
MATW

L___ ___

quarters

(I can make halves bycut
shape vertically, horizontally,.
or dIagonally like this one! As

I long as both parts are equal
I they are halves.

——-I

c12O15 reat Mnds euekrahorg
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2, What part of the shape s shaded? Circle the correct answer.

a

1 Even though this shape has
1 4 equal parts, 2 of them are
shaded. I can see that half
the shape is shaded.

3. Color I quarter of each shape.

b.

4. Color I half of each shape.

444 ;SY

1. uuarter
-fl—i

A

1” 4

Tocoiorahalf,l I

just color I of the 1
2 equal parts!

EUREKA
MATW

Lesson 8: Partaion shapes and dentify halves and quarters of a rica andrectangis. Is

a

I half I quarter 1 half

/ 4
I

/

/7 \
/

4..

To color a quarter, I just color
Iofthe4equalparts!
-

/7 “‘

To color a half of
I this shape I need
tocolor2ofthe4

I equal parts.
-, — 4/

°i2014 Great Mrndo eureka troth org
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1. label the shaded part of each picture as one half of the shap€ or one quarter of t
he shape

Which picture has been cut Into more equal parts? B

A

B

\ hoff I\—/
Which picture has larger equal parts? 4

Which picture has smaller equal parts? B

If these were pieces of pizza, I would

want the piece from Picture A so that I

could have the bigger piece! One half is

bigger than one quarter. j

Picture B has been
cut into 4 equal
parts, and Picture A
has been cut into
2 equal parts.

2. Write whether the shaded part of each shape is a half or a quarter.

H
quarter

I I know this is a quarter because
there are 4 equal parts.

//\ haly

J .—Th
I know this is a half because
there are 2 equal parts.

16 Lesson 9: Partition shapes and identify halves and quarters of circles and

rectangles.
EUREKA
MATH

/
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3. Color part of the shape to match its label. Circle the phrase that wouid make the statement true.

/

islathan

is smaller than j
is the same size as

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 9: Partition shapes and identify halves and quarters of series andrectangles. 17

One quarter of the circle one half of the circle.

I
—-1

/

/

A quarter is smaller than a
half, If you cut a shape into
quarters, you cut it into 4
equal parts. If you cut a
shape into halves, you make
only 2 equal parts. The more
equal parts there are, the
smaller the size of the parts

/
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1. Match each clock to the time it shows

7

S

/ 12

I S
12

10

I

S

.7
5

I
L

18 Lesson 10: construct a paper clock by partitioning a circle and tell time to the hour. EUREKA
MATW

a

7

5

5 o’clock

I
nan
I,,’,,,

a a a

8 o’clock

ann
11•1111a a a

6 o’clock
.nnt
•lflhi—a],

2

3.

4

/

dock

—Th

}

The minute hand is pointing at the 12

on every clock. That means each time
is “something o’clock”! To find the

answer, I just look at the hour hand,

which tells me what the hour is!

4)2015 Great Minds. eureka-rnath.org
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I j

2 Put the hour hand on the clock so that the clock matches the time Then. wine the time on the line.
3?

- I ‘“I
4’

pC •

I

-S

I have to make the hour hand point right
atthe2. WhenthetlmeisZ.OO,the
minute hand Is pointing at the 12, and
thehourhandisporntlngnghtatthel.

—— — —. ____ —
—

IURIIt_A (anon It Ccmtructa pope dock byport2tto.*ig adrde and teflmetottie hoir 19MATW
ensomnas ewa.111ia
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1. Circle the correct clock.

Half past 12 o’clock

I Qg

When the time is “half past”, the minute hand

will always be pointing down, halfway around

the clock, at the 6. Alt these clocks have the
minute hand pointing at the 6, so now I just
find the clock with the hour hand pointing just

pastthel2,

and is not yet
atthe 1,solknowthe
hour is still 12.

20 Lesson 11: Recognize halves withm a circular clock face and tell time to the half

hour.
EUREKA
MATH

a.
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2 Write the time shown on each clock to tell about Henrys Saturday.

Henry wakes up at He goes to the park at

He goes home for lunch at i. He takes a nap at

_____

can check my work by asking
myself if my answer makes
sense. It wouldn’t make
sense for Henry to eat lunch
at 8: 30, for example.

1eson 11: Recognize halves within a cecular clock face and tell time to the half 21MATH
ccr2OlS Great M,ids eureka ma rorg
01 M1-HWt143MO7.ZO15



Write the time shown on the clock, or draw the missing hand(s) on the clock,

When the time is “o’clock”,
I draw the minute hand
pointing to the 12.

7

2 o’clock half oast 2 o’clock

I 7 5
6

j3 4.

) 7 o’c’ock
4 1 .

Th

When the time is “half past” or
30 minutes, I know the minute hand
should be pointing halfway around
clotthe6.

22 Lesson 12: Recognize halves within a circular clock face and tell time to the half EUREICA
hour. MATH’
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4.

S Match the pictures with the clocks.

m

1F
Ii

V...
N

When am looking at the hour hand, I can
tell if the time is ‘o clock’ or ‘half past” i

The hour hand should point right at the
number when the time is “o clock

I
6 o’clock

. \ /\J
I’
/

Math class 4
9:30

N

EUREKA
MATK

lesson 12: Recognize haives within a circuiar clock face and teii time tn the haif
hour. 23

V-

After school art class

4:00

Walk to school

half past 7 o’clock

Eat dinner

\ /
X

Ii

A
1.

4_t aatte_
I. _14 0

IeJL’

S
a a a

is

3

1
8 4

a-N-s
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1. Fill in the blanks.

A

4-

B

Clock shows half past five.

Clock A shows half past 6. This one

was easy because it’s easy to read the I
I digital clock. It shows “five-thirty’

24 Lesson 13: Recognize halves within a circular clock face and tell time to the
half hour.

EUREKA
MATH

4.
A

— —
I • UI— —

__I, __I __

B

to

9

8

S
6

Clock A shows seven o’clock.

Both clocks show a time that is ‘o’clock,’

but when I look carefully at the hour

hands, I see that clock B shows 6 o’clock,

and clock A shows 7 o’clock.

2O15 Gre,t Minds etirekamntS nrg
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2 Write the time on the line under the clock.

a. b.

F 3

lalsoknowthatlfthehourhandis
halfway between two numbers,
then it will be half past the hour.

3*

d.
S.

in.n

Hal?aan ‘0

C

‘s.f,..n” —

• :
40 flOck

f.

________

.3,

3-JU

—
-.

____________

3. Put a check (1) next to the dock(s) that show 1.1 o’clock.

3
1 1

- : $
I I I

. — as
. .

EURIICAMATW
l.aeon 1k Recognize hdaswithin a chnder dock face and tell time to thehell hout

aim eanhneenen
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